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Abstract

The KB3D algorithm is a pairwise conflict detection and resolution (CD&R)

algorithm. It detects and generates trajectory vectoring for an aircraft which has

been predicted to be in an airspace minima violation within a given look-ahead time.

It has been proven, using mechanized theorem proving techniques, that for a pair

of aircraft, KB3D produces at least one vectoring solution and that all solutions

produced are correct. Although solutions produced by the algorithm are mathe-

matically correct, they might not be physically executable by an aircraft or might

not solve multiple aircraft conflicts. This paper describes a simple solution selection

method which assesses all solutions generated by KB3D and determines the solution

to be executed. The solution selection method and KB3D are evaluated using a sim-

ulation in which N aircraft fly in a free-flight environment and each aircraft in the

simulation uses KB3D to maintain separation. Specifically, the solution selection

method filters KB3D solutions which are procedurally undesirable or physically not

executable and uses a predetermined criteria for selection.

1 Introduction

Free-flight[8] is a concept in which aircraft crews have more autonomy and part or all

of the responsibility tbr airborne traffic management and separation assurance has been

transt>red from ground based control to a distributed cockpit based control. Conflict de-

tection and resolution algorithms is a key enabling technology tbr free-flight. The KB3D

algorithm is a 3 dimensional conflict detection and resolution algorithm (CD&R) devel-

oped by Dowek, Mufioz, and Geser[3]. It is an extension and optimization of Billimoria's

2 dimensional CD&R algorithm[2].

Airborne based CD&R algorithms are used to maintain separation between their own

aircraft (the aircraft where the algorithm is running) and all surrounding aircraft,. There-

tbre, the algorithm must have access to pertinent intbrmation about all surrounding air-

craft. Several systems[10, 7, 9] are being proposed to accomplish infbrmation exchange

amongst aircraft, in a free-flight environment. These systems will not be discussed in this

paper.



Conflict detectionand resolutionalgorithmscanbe broadly classifiedasstate based
or intent based. State ref?rsto the current physicalparametersof the aircraft suchas
location, altitude, and vertical and ground speeds. Intent ret?rs to tuture maneuvers
the aircraft will pertbrmsuchaschangeof trajectoriesat waypoints. Intent parameters
usuallyresidein a fight managementcomputeror similar device.

The KB3D algorithm is a state basedCD&R algorithm. The detectionpart of the
algorithmprojectsthe stateof its ownaircraft andthe state of eachof the traffic aircraft
anddeterminesif anairspaceconflict existsin the future within a givenlookaheadtime.
If a thture conflict exists,the resolutionpart producessolutionswhich will changethe
trajectory of the own aircraft to avoidthe conflict. A uniquefeatureof the KB3D algo-
rithm is that it hasbeenmathematicallyshownto produceat leastonesolutiontbr every
conflictpair and that all solutionsproducedarecorrectsolutions.That is, a correctsolu-
tion solvesthe conflict. The proofof correctnesswascheckedusingmechanizedtheorem
proving[6].

Although KB3D hasbeenshownto producemathematicallycorrectsolutions,these
solutionsarenot alwaysphysicallyexecutableor operationallydesirable.Also,both the
detectionpart and the resolutionpart of the algorithm arepair-wisedetectionand reso-
lution. For N aircraft in a giveairspace,the algorithmperformsdetectionand resolution
betweenitselfandeachof theotherN-1aircraft. In general,resolutionof conflictsmaynot
becompositional;the resolutionof one conflict pair cannegativelyatthct the resolution
of anotherpair.

In order to assessthe suitability of the solutions,the etlhctivenessof the algorithm,
and the performanceof a pair wise CD&R algorithm in a multiple aircraft scenario,
an evaluationsimulation wasdeveloped. In the simulation,N aircraft fly on random
trajectories in a cubical shape,sizeselectable,airspacevolume. On eachaircraft in the
simulation,the KB3D algorithm is usedto detectconflictsandgenerateconflict solutions
anda solutionselectionlogic is usedto selectwhichof the solutionswill be executed.

2 Simulation

The simulation environment was created tbr the evaluation of en-route free-flight concepts.

The simulation described in this paper does not make use of human test subjects. Control

commands produced by algorithms are directly used to control the aircraft in the simu-

lation. Extensive studies and simulations where airline pilots participate as test subjects

are also being used tbr the evaluation of ti"ee-flight concepts and have been reported in

[1].

One advantage of evaluating a CD&R algorithm using a pilot-less simulation is that the

algorithm can be implemented in hundreds of aircraft and run tbr hundred or thousands

of hours. Such an extended simulation would not be economically practical using human

test subjects.

The simulation is written in Java and plattbrm independent. It uses a very simple 3

dimensional kinematics model tbr the aircraft. The number of aircraft, the dimensions

of the airspace, simulation duration, and other parameters, are user selectable. For the

results presented in this paper, the horizontal dimensions were set to 200 by 200 nautical



milesand the vertical dimensionto 32 thousandfeet (18to 50 thousandfeet).
Duringa simulationrun, the numberof aircraft the userselectsremainsconstant.This

is accomplishedby replacingaircraft which exit the airspacewith new aircraft entering
the airspace.Aircraft enterthe airspaceat randompointsthroughfive of the sixsurfaces
enclosingthe airspace.Aircraft canexit the airspacethrough the top surfacebut do not
enterthrough the top surface.Another restriction on randomlyenteringaircraft is that
they arenot in conflict or airspaceviolation with anyof the existingaircraft at the time
of entry.

Whenstarting asimulation,the usercandeterminehowthe aircraft will be initialized.
The usercancreatean initialization file with the state of eachaircraft at time zeroor
cancall a randominitialization thnction. The usercanalsopartially initialize the aircraft
andthe rest will randomlyenterthe airspace.The state of an aircraft is definedby the
11parametersin table 1.

x

Y
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des_x

des_y

des_z

eta

conf

location, easterly direction nautical miles

location, northerly direction nautical miles

altitude thousand of t_et

ground speed knots

direction of motion degrees 0 - 359.99...
clockwise from north

vertical speed feet per minute

destination, easterly direction nautical miles

destination, northerly direction nautical miles

destination altitude thousand of thet

Estimated time of arrival seconds

Status of conflict 0, 1, or 2

Table 1: Aircraft States

The simulation runs in a time loop from zero to the time selected by the user. The time

step of the simulation is one second. In each time step, the simulation updates the position

of the aircraft, checks tbr airspace violations, and uses a selected CD&R algorithm on each

aircraft to maintain separation. The KB3D algorithm, through a filtering, selection, and

limiting function described in the next section, is evaluated using the simulation.

3 The KB3D Algorithm

KB3D has some computational advantages over similar CD&R algorithm. The KB3D

implementation does not have loops in the code; theretbre, termination is guaranteed.

The code does not make use of transcendental functions such as tangent and arctangent;

only basic arithmetic tunctions and square root are used in the computation. The KB3D

algorithm does not have singularities in its computational space which other CD&R al-

gorithms have, such as the modified voltage potential algorithm [4]. KB3D is currently

implemented in Java but could easily be translated to other languages such as c++.
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KB3D isapair-wiseCD&R algorithm. Foragivenpair of aircraft, anaircraftexecuting
the CD&R algorithm considersitself the owrtship and it considers the other aircraft the

irttrndev. The solutions generated by the algorithm on the ownship solve the conflict

without any change to the intruder's projected trajectory. If the intruder is also running a

CD&R algorithm, a less aggressive maneuver might be necessary to avoid the conflict. All

aircraft in the simulation run the KB3D algorithm. In one simulation step, each aircraft

runs the CD&R algorithm against all other N- 1 aircraft in the airspace. Theretbre,

the algorithm is executed N(N - 1) per simulation step. Multiple conflicts are handled

in a naive way. For example, if an aircraft detects and starts executing a resolution

maneuver and subsequent conflicts are detected, the resolution of the subsequent conflicts

can override the first resolution. This is one of the objectives of the experiment: to

evaluate the pertbrmance of a pair-wise CD&R algorithm in a multiple conflict scenario.

Heuristics are being investigated on how to minimize or eliminate the creation of new

conflicts resulting from the resolution of a previous conflict. These heuristics will be

incorporated and evaluated in future experiments.

The algorithm depends on the assumption, when computing the solutions, that tbr a

given pair of aircraft, the ownship is not inside the protected zone of the intruder. Once

the ownship is inside the protected zone (space minima violation), the algorithm no longer

produces solutions to maintain separation. An aircraft that enters the protected zone of

another aircraft can continue indefinitely on a trajectory which produces a separation

minima violation. This behavior is reflected in the experiment results discussed in the

next section. It is expected that integrated cockpits implementing airborne separation

assurance will have additional capabilities to handle scenarios where loss of separation

minima has occurred, such as collision avoidance.

The KB3D algorithm produces at least one solution and up to 6 solutions. Solutions

produced by KB3D are tbr three ditthrent aircraft parameters: ground speed change,

vertical speed change, and track (horizontal direction) change. Each of this solutions,

when independently implemented, will avoid the conflict. Theretbre, in an operational

environment, one of the algorithm's multiple solutions should be selected tbr conflict
resolution.

For the experiment, selection of the solution is pertbrmed using the decision flow chart

of Figure 1. The selection method is the result of: 1. early observations of free flight

simulations; 2. prethrenee of flight crews; and 3. how efficiently the maneuver can be

executed. It was observed that, in scenarios with typical National Airspace densities,

most horizontal change maneuvers only required a thw degrees of change to solve the

conflict. Another consideration in the solution selection process is the expected in-route

altitude of aircraft in free flight. In-route aircraft in free flight are expected to fly near

their maximum altitude. Theretbre, solutions where an aircraft must climb might not

be physically possible. Solutions involving ground speed changes are the least favored

amongst crews and are undesirable because the time required to execute a speed change

is typically several time longer than the time to execute a track change or altitude change.

The solution selection process first checks the track solution tbr operational and physi-

cal limitations. If the track solution is within the physical and operational limits, it selects

the smallest of the right or left turn. If the track change solution is not feasible or out of

the operational limits, it checks tbr climb rate (vertical speed) and descent rate. If vertical
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speedsolutionsarealsoout of bounds,the algorithmchecksthe increasegroundspeed
tbllowedby the decreasegroundspeed.

Whenall of the solutionsareoutsideof the establishedbounds,the selectionalgorithm
selectsthe smallestof the right turn or left turn. This is the "nevergive up" selection.
Note that althougha solutionmight bephysicallypossible,it might be initially rejected
by the operationalbound,which is a somewhatarbitrary bound (seeTable2).

turnright
turn left - _yes _/ select \

\&rn right _< _ turn right /)_-

yes

<_ turn I_uft-< _yes s_elect_)._ - no _[ig _

;no lno
/\

climb rate <

descent rate _e_S/_</&imb rate -<" ax dec

\ max c rate climb \ speed / _gs-dec gs _

"nit+ 1000 -< _. /
max nit

X/

;no lno

descent
descent rate _<\

d rate

/
X/

no

_+_ es/inc gs < \
select _ yes/ max in_
increase _& /_
speed / \gs+inc gs <_/

\ J _max speed

Figure 1: Solution Selection Logic

Once a solution is selected, it goes through a limiting thnction. For example, if the

solution is to turn right by 10 degrees, the limiting function calculates the maximum turn

rate to achieve the heading change. This is given by:

max turn rate - 180.9.t_(0) degrees/second
speed._r

where g is the gravitational fbrce, speed is the aircraft ground speed, and _ is the bank

angle of the aircraft. Using a maximum bank angle imposed by operational constraints,



the simulationthen changesthe headingof the aircraft at its maximumturn rate until
the thll headingchangeis accomplished.

The maximum ratesand limits areset for a genericcommercialaircraft and based
on previousexperimentsor conversationswith pilots. They aresomewhatarbitrary. A
moreaccuratesimulation will havedifferent types of aircraft with more characteristic
parametersfor eachaircraft. The maximum altitude fbr resolution is the altitude at
which aclimb will not beuseto resolvea conflict. Althoughan aircraft in the simulation
canfly up to 50 thousandf>et,the resolutionalgorithmwill not commanda climb if the
aircraft is at 40 thousandf>etor above.The parameterswereset asshownin Table 2

max. altitude fbr resolution
max. vertical speed
maneuvertime
max. acceleration
max. deceleration
max. groundspeed
rain. groundspeed
max. speedincrease
max. speeddecrease
max. headingchange
max. bank angle

40 thousandfeet
2000feet/minute
2%of conflict time
1.42knots/second(N_/hour-sec.)
1.25knots/second
550knots
250knots
50knots
100knots
17degrees
35degrees

Table2: Operationaland PhysicalConstraints

Thesenumbersare fairly conservativeand can be adjustedin future simulation to
determinetheir impact on the perfbrmanceof the CD&R algorithm. For the results
presentedin this paper,the objective is to evaluatethe algorithm solutionsand its per-
tbrmancein a multiple aircraft scenariowith genericphysicalconstraints.

4 Simulation Results

The simulations are perfbrmed in an airspace with dimensions of 200 by 200 nautical miles

by 32,000 f?et. The number of aircraft in the airspace is varied from 18 to 250 aircraft.

Look ahead time fbr the CD&R algorithm is 5 minutes (300 seconds). The protected zone

(separation minima) around an aircraft is a cylinder with a radius of 5 nautical miles

horizontally and 1000 f_et vertically over and below the aircraft. The detection part of

the algorithm projects into the future the state of the intruder and own ship. A conflict is

detected if one aircraft enters the protected zone of the other within the lookahead time.

If an aircraft is inside the protected zone of another aircraft, an airspace violations has

occurred and it is flagged by the simulation.

The duration of each simulation is 100 hours (360,000 seconds). Simulations have been

pertbrmed on a Sun workstation running Solaris and on a Intel based PC running Linux.

Figure 2 shows a graph of the number of conflicts as a function of number of aircraft.

Eighteen aircraft in a 200 by 200 nautical miles airspace corresponds approximately to
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the traffic densityoverthe continentalUnited Statesin the year1997.Fifty tbur aircraft
in the sameairspaceis a figure usedin previousexperiments[5] as 3X (3 times) 1997

densities. The number of aircraf_ is increased past the 3X density to determine at what

point the CD&R algorithm is no longer eflhctive in maintaining separation in a free flight

environment with aircraf_ flying random paths.

33402

20165

10892

4797

2585

1365

146

'I8 '' '_4' '_5' ' ll00 .... 1150 .... _00 .... _50

Number of aircraft in 200NM x 200NM x 32K feet

Figure 2: Conflicts as Function of Number of Aircraft

The relation of aircraft number _ to conflicts per 100 hours, based on the results tbr

18 to 250 aircraft, is exponential and can be approximated by the equation,

n2.06conCticts/ l O0 hours -
o l 2.65

As long as all conflicts can be properly resolved without loss of separation minima, the

number of conflicts is not a very relevant issue from the sat_ty point of view. However,

if resolution is being implemented by the crew, an increased number of conflicts can have

an impact on crew workload and sat?ty. It can also have an impact on scheduling, tuel

efficiency, and computational requirements. The relation of aircraft number to conflicts

gives insight into the airspace traffic complexity as the aircraft density increases. Using

the 3X density, we can calculate the average number of conflicts per aircraft per hour to

be 0.25. This means that tbr a one hour flight, the crew can expect to detect and resolve

one conflict every tburth flight. For 200 aircraft, more than 10 times 1997 densities, the

cockpit crew can expect an average of one conflict per one hour of flight. These conflict

rates appear to be low and well within the capability of the crew to detect and resolve.

Figure 3 shows number of space violations (loss of separation minima) as a thnction

of number of aircraft tbr 100 hours runs. A space violation occurs when an aircraf_ is less

than 5 nautical miles horizontally and less than 1000 vertically from another aircraft.

All loss of separation minima recorded during simulation did not present a collision

threat. The point of closest separation occurred during the 250 aircraft simulation and it
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Figure 3: Separation Minima Violations as Function of Number of Aircraft

was 4.6506 nautical miles horizontally and 252 thet vertically. Tables 3, 4 and 5 summarize

the characteristics of the loss of separation events. The closest separation was worst case.

The average horizontal and vertical is the average of the closest distance during loss of

separation.

Number of aircraft 150

Closest separation 4.868 n miles, horiz.

11 f?et, vert.

Average horizontal 4.964 n miles

Average vertical 282 feet

Average duration 6.2 seconds

Table 3: Loss of Separation Summary: 150 aircraft

Although the separation minima violation data is not statistically significant to draw

accurate conclusions, it appears that the severity of the violations is not att_cted by the

increase in density from 150 to 250 aircraft. The number of violations appears to follow

a linear relation. This is in contrast to the number of conflicts which grows exponentially
with number of aircraft.

Violations range from 4.6501 nautical miles horizontally and 252 feet vertically to

4.9999 horizontally and 834 f?et vertically. Several of the violations flagged by the sire-

ulation are of the type where the horizontal separation is 4.9999 nautical miles and the

duration is only 1 second. These results suggest that by increasing the dimensions of the

detection and resolution from 5 nautical miles to a slightly larger protection zone, tbr

example 5.1 nautical miles, most of the violations could be eliminated.

We observed, when running 100 hours simulations, that there were no separation

minima violations for densities of 100 aircraft or less. However, it is possible that for

densities in the 100 aircraft range, violations are rare events but nevertheless exist. To

8



Numberof aircrat% 200
Closestseparation 4.669n miles,horiz.

431feet, vert.
Averagehorizontal 4.925n miles
Averagevertical 571feet
Averageduration 12.6seconds

Table4: Lossof SeparationSummary:200aircraft

Numberof aircrat% 250
Closestseparation 4.650n miles,horiz.

252feet, vert.
Averagehorizontal 4.935n miles
Averagevertical 474feet
Averageduration 14.2seconds

Table5: Lossof SeparationSummary:250aircraft

addressthis concern,the simulationwasrun tbr 1000hours(41.6days)and 100aircraft.
This is equivalentto 100,000aircraft-flight-hours. The 1000hourssimulation with 100
aircraft gave8violationswith the closestseparation4.840nauticalmileshorizontallyand
726feetvertically. A simulationof 1000hourswith 54aircraft gavenoviolations.

Finally, theeffectivenessofconflict detectionandresolutionis illustratedby comparing
two simulationruns,onewith CD&R disabledandonewith CD&R enabled.The results
aregivenin table 6.

Numberof aircraft 18 18
CD&R disabled enabled
Numberof violations 81 0
Violation 0.212n miles,horiz, na
closestseparation 165feet, vert.
Averagehorizontal 2.88n miles na
Averagevertical 455.8feet na
Averageduration 122.1seconds na

Table6: Comparisonof Simulationwith CD&R EnabledandDisabled

5 Conclusion

The perfbrmance evaluation of the KB3D CD&R algorithm, augmented with a simple

solution selection logic, gave some interesting preliminary results. The growth of conflicts

is exponential. With 250 aircraft, the density is approximately one aircraft per 1000 cubic

9



nauticalmiles. This is oneaircraft per 10nm x 10nm x 10nm cube. Around airports
and other high congestionareas,densitiescould be muchhigher that this which could
producevery high conflict ratestbr purely randomflight trajectoriesand a state based
CD&R. However,trajectoriesaroundairport followdefinepatternsand routes.

Fairly conservativemaneuverlimiting did not hinder goodpertbrmancefrom the al-
gorithm. For densities3 times higher than 1997North Americandensities(54aircraft
in the airspacevolume),the systemwasableto resolveall conflictswith no separation
minimaviolation tbr 100,000aircraft-flight-hours.For approximately5 times1997North
Americandensities(100aircraft in the airspacevolume),8 violationswereobservedtbr
100,000aircraft-flight-hours.

All separationminimaviolationswerebenignin that aircraft nevercamecloserthan
4.8 nautical miles and the possibility of collisionwasalmostnon-existent. This result
suggestthat the CD&R algorithmthresholdsparameterscouldbeadjustedto practically
eliminateviolationstbr the spacedensitiesstudied.

It wastbund that the pair-wiseCD&R algorithmpertbrmedvery well in a multiple
aircraft scenarioevenwhena naiveresolutionselectionlogicwasused.A morediscerning
selectionlogic,underdevelopmentat this time, couldalsoreduceor eliminateseparation
violations. Future experimentswill incorporatethesechangesandmeasuretheir impact.
Alsobeingstudiedis the impactof aresolutiononanaircraftnominaltrajectory,estimated
time of arrival, fuel burn, andother pertbrmanceparameters.
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